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Is your relationship with your partner or children
less close & satisfying than you want it to be?
Are you having too many arguments that never get
resolved?
You began your relationship with them looking forward
to enjoying a lifetime of love, laughter and shared
memories.
But now there’s too much pain and not enough pleasure.
Problems and conﬂicts keep coming up - often about the same
things over and over again – and too often they just don't seem to
ever get truly resolved.
After each argument, you ﬁnd your way back to some kind of
connection with them – because you have glimpses of how it could
be – how you hoped it always would be.
But it’s like something precious is slipping away and you don’t
know how to stop it.
Is this just how life is?
Does this happen to everyone over time?
No! You don’t have to settle!
You CAN have the relationships you’ve always wanted.
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It is possible to:
•
•

•

Feel heard, understood and cared about
Resolve the issues that get in the way of enjoying life together
- peacefully, eﬀectively, and permanently
Share laughter, tenderness, and love.

This ebook is based on over 20 years of training and experience in
communication and helping people have the relationships they
truly want.
Through my programs, my clients are delighted at the ease with
which they resolve disagreements - so they can spend more time
enjoying being together.
In the following pages, I’ll share the three keys to creating longterm peace and connection in your relationships.
You’ll discover simple things that you can do today to restore
connection and start having the relationship you truly want.
The stories you'll read below are real, but all the names have been
changed.
Let’s dive in!
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Key #1: Create a “Cushion” to
Protect Your Relationship
Through Diﬃcult Times
All relationships go through rough patches.
The couples and families that thrive have built up thick “cushions” to protect
themselves when their road gets rocky.
The good news is that you can start building your cushion today - even if you’re in
the middle of a rough patch – and it can begin to make a diﬀerence right away.

How to Create Your Relationship Cushion
These “cushions” are ﬁlled with appreciation. People that have the best
relationships express appreciation to the other person frequently and about a
wide variety of things.
Did you know that, in order for the other person to feel satisﬁed in your
relationship, they need to hear at least ﬁve times as many positive, appreciative
statements as negative, critical or “I don’t like” statements?
How’s your track record? I know this is something I have to constantly work at –
because doing this is not a natural act!
Our brains are naturally built to focus on what we don’t like.
Because back when our physical survival was constantly at risk, our brains
developed to make sure that we paid attention to the things we don’t like or
might be a threat – because that kept us alive.
Unfortunately, this means that today you naturally notice what you don’t like
about what the other person is doing or not doing. And that’s what you’re most
likely to tell them.
So if you don’t intentionally focus on and talk about what you appreciate, your
partner or child will feel dissatisﬁed, criticized and blamed.
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They will either criticize and blame you back, creating a horrible vicious circle.
Or they will withdraw from you – into work, television, sports, friends, the
internet…
And your relationship will deteriorate over time, like a plant deprived of water.

It doesn’t have to be this way!
Jessica was really distressed by the state of the relationship with her teenage
daughter Tina. Every conversation seemed to turn into a ﬁght.
I shared the idea of the appreciation "cushion" with Jessica at our ﬁrst session
and she decided to try expressing one appreciation a day to Tina. Jessica came
back to our next session feeling slightly amazed.
Just this one change had started to create a diﬀerence in their relationship. Tina
had even gone ahead and done the dishes after supper without being asked!
When I work with couples, I’m always amazed at the love and warmth that gets
released when I have them each express just one appreciation to the other
person using the elements I teach.
Their faces light up. Sometimes there are tears of relief and joy at knowing that
their partner does value and appreciate things about them. Because they
honestly didn’t trust that any more.
What happens afterward is even more signiﬁcant.
They become more accepting and forgiving of one another – more willing to trust
the other's good intentions when misunderstandings or hurt feelings occur.
Over time, this trust expands, enabling them to “bounce back” much more
quickly and easily from the kind of diﬃcult moments that arise in all
relationships.
So they enjoy the consistent sense of mutual love, connection and understanding
that they both want.
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What you can do now
1. Intentionally notice what you appreciate about your partner
and/or children – qualities they have and things they do.
I think of this like a muscle that I’m trying to strengthen. Each
time I intentionally focus my attention on what there is to
appreciate I’m doing the equivalent of lifting a weight.
I try to bring this focus whenever I connect with my partner John – by text,
phone, email, and in person.
2. Say “thank you” at least once a day to each person.
To make it more meaningful and eﬀective, give yourself the
challenge to say something diﬀerent every day for a month.
You might also start noticing how the number of “thank you’s” and
other appreciations you oﬀer compares to the number of
complaints or requests you make for them to do something.
I teach individuals and couples:
•

The key elements to include in your appreciations to help ensure that the
other person really hears them and takes them in

•

What to do to make sure you are really hearing and “drinking in"
appreciations – including unspoken ones – so you are being nourished too.

But what about your unresolved issues? How can you address them?
That’s the focus of the next key…
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Key #2: Eﬀectively Address
What’s NOT Working
There are two aspects to this:
1. Address what’s not working.
2. Do it eﬀectively.
I am constantly amazed and saddened by how much frustration and
dissatisfaction some people tolerate in their relationships.
They go on for years – sometimes decades – putting up with things that they
really don’t like.
Things that aﬀect the quality of their whole lives – at work, at home, with friends.
And, if they have children, things that negatively impact both the short-term and
long-term happiness of their children.
And the sad thing is, the problem is often so quick and easy to ﬁx – once they
know how to approach it in the right way.

You can resolve those issues, once and for all!
Karen and her daughter Lisa had battles over homework every weekend.
Despite repeated prompts from her mom, Lisa would avoid homework until
Sunday evening, then "freak out" when she saw how much she had to do, yelling
and crying and staying up much too late. The lack of sleep meant that Lisa
struggled through the rest of the week until the next weekend, when the pattern
would repeat.
Karen had tried everything she could think of to address this issue. She was
worried both about Lisa's health, and about the state of their relationship.
I introduced Karen to my "roadmap" for having this type of conversation. We
focused particularly on how Karen could start the conversation in a way that
would elicit Lisa's interest in having the conversation.
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Karen told me later that when she said to Lisa, "I really want you to enjoy your
weekend" Lisa almost fell oﬀ her chair in surprise. And it led to a powerful,
connected discussion that shifted the homework pattern. It wasn't fully resolved
in a single conversation, but things got progressively better over time.
Susan & Peter
Susan and Peter's situation was more complex. They came to me because, even
though they both loved their three-year-old son, Jason, they thought they might
have to separate because they were constantly ﬁghting and none of the issues
ever seemed to get resolved.
Peter had actually moved out for a few days after their last ﬁght. He’d moved
back home again – but neither of them was sure for how long.
I started by working with each of them individually to get clear on what their
issues were.
Then I taught them how to prepare to have a conversation with the other person
that would be peaceful, loving, and that would lead to a solution that they would
both want to put into practice.
Next I gave them the conversation “roadmap” for how to work with anything their
partner said – to keep things moving forward in the direction of a solution that
would work for both of them.
Then we all came together to have their two most important conversations. They
were each delighted at the ease and simplicity of the solutions they came up
with, conﬁdent that they would really work – and they have.
In the process, we also discovered the habitual communication patterns that
were getting them into trouble (most couples have two or three). And they
collaborated in deciding what they would each do when one of those “troublespots” arises.
That was over three years ago, and they continue to tell people that what I saved
their marriage.
What’s even more important for me is that it has enabled them to fully
experience the joyful, loving potential that was there all along.
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What you can do now
1. Instead of approaching the other person with a complaint
or something you’d like them to do diﬀerently, ask them to
brainstorm with you to ﬁnd a way to ﬁnd a
solution that would work better for both of you.
For example, if you’d like them to help more with housework,
you might invite them to brainstorm with you “to look for
easier ways to handle all the tasks that make our lives work”.
In this case, it’s likely to be helpful to start by
brainstorming all the tasks that you each do now.

But what if the other person responds in an angry or critical
way?
Or you lose your cool and do something you regret?
That’s the focus of the next key…
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Key #3: Know what to do when someone
is angry or upset – whether it is
you or the other person
People consistently make one critical error in trying to address things
that are not working – they don’t handle negative emotion in helpful
ways.
When you’re upset do you:
•

Try to speak to your partner and they get defensive, angry, or withdraw –
so the conversation goes nowhere?

•

Or you don’t say anything at the time, but end up feeling angry and
resentful, so that you blow up at them later? Then feel guilty, promise
yourself it won’t happen again – but it does?

When your partner or your child is upset at something you’ve done, do you:
•

Get mad back – but the issue doesn’t get resolved?

•

Try to explain the good reasons behind the choice you made?
But they don't hear you, and they get even more angry?

•

Go along with what the other person wants, but secretly resent it?

In order to eﬀectively address things that are not working, both people need to
be on relatively positive emotional “ground”.
But when someone is in the grip of negative emotions, it’s like they are in a hole.
And anything they say from there, just ends up with the other person in a hole and just keeps digging the "hole" deeper.

It doesn’t have to be this way!
There is a simple and eﬀective way to respond to someone who is angry – but
almost no one knows it.
When I started working with Wendy and Robert, they had conﬂicts that
sometimes went on continuously for hours – often late into the night - and could
stay active and unresolved for weeks, months, and even years.
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Robert would get angry and frustrated.
Wendy would feel scared and helpless and try to say things to “make things
better”. Robert responded with more anger.
Wendy felt even more scared and helpless – and the downward spiral continued.
During our ﬁrst session together, I shared a possible new way that Wendy could
respond to Robert’s anger. (It was a variation of #2 below).
She tried it the very next day – and it was a major breakthrough for them!
Wendy felt more empowered and at choice. Robert felt more understood and
supported. They both felt more peaceful and connected.
And it didn’t stop there. We also identiﬁed a variation of #2 below that Robert
could do - if he noticed that Wendy was feeling scared and helpless - to help
them get back on track.
So they had twice the chances of keeping things from going seriously oﬀ the rails.
And changing how they dealt with anger and upset made it much easier for them
to address the original issue. They were amazed!

What you can do now
1. If you are angry or upset, go for a walk, put on some music
and dance, or do some other physical activity to help clear
the stress hormones out of your system.
Stay paused for at least 30 minutes after you calm down
(within that time it will be much easier for something to anger or upset
you again).
2. If the other person is angry or upset, see if you can listen silently,
trying to understand what is important to them in the situation.
Doing anything else to try and help – including suggesting
solutions – generally just keeps them more “stuck” in the
anger or upset.
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Where to go next?
I’ve just shared some tools that can transform how you and your partner and/or
children move through disagreements, with more love and understanding.
Here’s a summary:
The 3 Keys to Resolving Issues… so you can enjoy life with your partner
and/or children
1. Create a “cushion” to protect your relationship through diﬃcult
times
2. Eﬀectively address what’s not working
3. Know what to do when someone is angry or upset – whether it is
you or the other person.
And I’ve shared 5 things that you can do today to help reduce stress and
conﬂict and increase the pleasure you experience with the important people in
your life:
1. Intentionally look for things you appreciate about them – consciously work
to overcome your brain’s natural tendency to focus on what you don’t like.
2. Say “thank you” to them at least once a day.
And notice if you’re providing 5 positive / appreciative comments to them
for every negative or critical or requesting comment.
3. Instead of approaching them with a complaint about something they’re
doing or not doing, ask them to brainstorm with you to ﬁnd solutions that
make things better for you both.
4. If you’re angry or upset about something they have done, try clearing the
stress hormones out of your system before you talk to them.
Go for a walk, dance to some music, or do some other physical exercise to
help that happen. It will automatically make your conversation go better.
5. If they are angry or upset, try silently focusing on what you’re sensing is
important to them. Don’t oﬀer suggestions.
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But Your Relationship is Unique
There is so much more to dealing eﬀectively with what’s not working in your
relationship than I can share in an e-book like this.
You and the other person are unique, and so is your relationship. You need to
know:
1. How can you talk about what you want to be diﬀerent in a way that they
won’t get defensive – and that doesn’t immediately plunge you into an
argument?
2. How can you respond if they start complaining about things that you’ve
done or not done – so you don’t get side-tracked onto other topics, but
actually address the one you want resolved?
3. How can the two of you ﬁnd solutions to your issues that you’re both
happy with, when you seem to want such diﬀerent things?

Get the support you need before it’s too late
If you’d like more support to ﬁgure out what your next steps are,
I’d like to oﬀer you a free "Get Out of Conﬂict" Session. Together, we’ll look at
your unique situation and what you need to create the relationships you truly
want.
Click here to book a time that works for you
or copy and paste into your browser: peace4home.com/free-consultation
What you’ll get in this free consultation:
•

Connect to your vision of what you truly want in your
relationship

•

Clarify the core issues that are getting in the way

•

Identify clear, concrete next steps you can take to start
addressing the issues and fulﬁlling your vision.
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Please don’t wait – take your well-being seriously
You can have the kind of relationship with your partner and/or your children that
you truly want.
But life is short.
You never know what might happen tomorrow.
So please don’t wait – take this next step today!
Click here to book a time to talk with me
and move toward the relationship you truly want
or copy and paste into your browser: peace4home.com/free-consultation

Warmly, with care,
Glenda
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